Welcome to Connecticut Ravi Chandran, CT DOT

1.) Election of Chairman and Vice Chairman (by e-mail)

2.) Presentation by VTAOT on Check List for Review of Supplier QC Plans, Bill Ahearn

3.) Update MSCR Round Robin, Frank Fee

4.) Presentation on Proposed NEAUPG Research on Plant Produced High % RAP. Cindy Lafleur

5.) NCHRP Warm Mix Update; research Initiatives, issues and implementation leaders. Warm Mix Technology; what is working – what is not; what should be NEAUPG’s role to assist implementation? (Comments by all states) Ravi Chandran

6.) ABCD Tester – Report on Round Robin; Any Issues – ask all participating States to give a report on observations. Alan Rawson

7.) Update on NEAUPG Pooled Fund Binder Equipment Purchase Jim Mahoney

8.) Should blown asphalt be considered modified? General discussion; Zoeb Zavery

9.) Concerns of recent changes in the agreed upon Quality Control Plans for Binders. Pat Mitchell

10.) Review of NEAUPG financial status, Jim Dunne

11.) Discussion of how to raise NEAUPG revenue, Jim Dunne, Frank Fee and Alan Rawson